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TO THE PEOPLE OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY:

The Sunset Coast Line is no more than a cc~certed effort by one
Supervisor, Baxter Ward, to seek voter ap;:raval of a SALES TAX INCREASE
to do what the voters have already turned ~o·~ twice.

The people of Los Angeles County have alre:qy tUrned down rail transit
proposals similar to the Sunset Coast L~ne. Baxter Ward would have
the public believe that the proposals were cefeatec almost single
handedly by myself. As much as I might-lL<e to take credit for the
good judgment of the electorate, I cannot, because experience has
proven to me that the people have wisdo~ ~id canand responsible
programs. They express that wisdom by how they vote, and I am confi
dent they will vote "No" on Propositions R and ':'.

In my opinion, the Board of Directors of ~~e Raoid 7ransit District
has blatantly abused its legislative rna~date i~-placing this measure
before the voters. This proposal, Propositions R ~~d T, offers no
alternatives, no new technology, no inter'~ tr~sit improvements, no
flexibility in alignments, no cost benefits and no sense. For Baxter
Ward to browbeat the taxpayers into approvir-g such a proposal is
unconscionable.

A close examination will reveal the Sunset Coast Line to be nothing
more than an ill-conceived fraud to lea~ ~~e voters into an unnecessary
long-term financial commitment.

I, for one, cannot support the proposal or L~e sales tax increase
necessary to finance it, and will work visorously for the defeat of
Propositions Rand T.

Attached are my analysis of the proposal ana oy objections to it.

Sincerely yours,

PETE SCHABARUM
Supervisor, First District

PS:lel
Att.
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Recently, ••. a deputy to
L. A. County Supervisor
Baxter Ward, confided "to

me that neither he nor the
supervisor puts much faith
in ridership projections
and use studies J and that
their proposed $7. 5 billion
L. A. rapid transit system
had been planned not on the
basis of any such studies,
but rather on their "instincts,"
their "hunches" and their
"gut feelings. II

Seven and one -half billion
dollars of taxpayers r money
is riding on a gut feeling.

It' 5 a hell of a way to run a
railroad.

John Pashdag
Motor Trend Magazine
March 176
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INTRODUCTION

On the June 8th ballot, will be. two companion tax measures. They are
Propositions Rand T. Each calls for a one -half cent increase in the sales tax
within the transit district.

In examining the specifics in the pr.oposal for the Swi'set Coast Line several
factors need be considered.

1. The only docwnents from which to work are the glossy proposal
published by Supervisor Ward and the financial and sequencing
supplements issued in March.

2. The original proposal changed a num.ber of times as it received greater
and greater public attention.

3. In spite of all public pronouncements, on! y those provisions which
are guaranteed are those called for in the ordinances adopted by the
Board of Directors.

In every sense, the specifics of the Sunset Coast Line have been reduced to
26 pages of legal language. It is in those pages that the shortcomings of the
system first appear. The following includes swnrnaries of the provisions of the
ordinances, my comments on the political judgements made in piecing together the
system, criticisms of the technical aspects and several observations on the
problems inherent with rail systems in general.

It is intended that this document serve as a leveling influence on those who rnay
be overcome with exuberance at the prospect of raising taxes for the Sunset Coast Line.



THE ORDINAZ'~CZS

"-

Section I - Sets District policy to create a Sunset Cc~;t :'ine 0: ~":l;Jroxirnately

232 miles to be cO~5,"ructed priInarily aboves::"o::::.d 0::1. exi.s~g rights of way,
funded .by a one -cent sales tax .

.::lection II - Makes the two measures companion n::.eaS!~e3 a:J.d s:ipulates that
voters must appro.....-e both to be effective.

Section III - Sets forth Board policy in operating be 5ys:e!:J..

1. Names it Sunset Coast Line - -calls speciii ::aL.:.-- for ::-ail :nass transit systexn.

2. Shall comply "'lith map attached.

3. Shall provide direct service to the cities as listed.

4. States that Board will cooperate with cities to c.eter.::b.iI:.~ sta.tion stops
subject to Boare. approval. Stations to be 2-I/~ miles a.:?art--closer
if justified. Disputes subject to binding arbitratica.

5. Board to deter~ine cost of stations. Cities to ?articipate in architectural
criteria. Differences in cost to be borne by:ne city.

6. System shall use freeways, flood control, ani railioadrights of way.
Other rights of ",-a y maybe used if desirable.

7. System shall be on or above ground except £0::" topograp;:ical for
geological conditions. Subway costs in ex;::eS5 of aeria2. costs are to be
borne by the city unless the Board finds tl-:>t 5u:rway desirable.

8. Board to provide reasonable junction for con.::.ectio!l wi6 Orange County
transit district. Board retains discretion in the event ~£ disagreement.

9. Board and L. A. County to negotiate a co~trac~ to adro:"'ister design and
construction of the system. County to act OJ:! BoarcPs c~hal£ in letting
contracts for construction, pre-construcEon rnaterials, supplies, right of
way, etc. County1s cost of administratio:::. to be ret:nb::=sed. Should County
elect not to participate, the Board may seek aJ.ter::ate services, public
or private.

10. Sequencing program with equal first priorities as airpc::'ter line, Long Beach,
·San Fernando Valley, San Gabriel Valley-?o:=o!:Z., Sar:.:a Nlonica -Union
Station, South Bay. Phasing of construct:.on. to be .:fair ~nd equitable
throughout the dis trict.

11. Board to alloca:e funds to support Federa: g::-a::.t a??li~2.:ion for starter line.

12. District shall seek maximum Federal an~ 5~2.:e f'.2=.e.s =:= financing project.
Should funds become available for additic:::'2.1 :::-a::.s?orta.:ion systems, the
district m.a y allocate sales tax funds as r::.a-::=-~I!.5 r,.::lds. .
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:. 13. Perrnits district to proceed inedpendently in order to obtain any available
:matc:C-..ir:g funds.

c;ection IV - s:=:: ~3· FOR 1:H THE PROPOSED SPE CU\L TAX ·WHICH ?vL~ Y BE USED FOR
EITHER p_~ -:'" ---\5- YOU -GO FINANCING OR UNITED TAX BONDS OR IF
PERMIT'E::J BY LA""" FOR MAINTENANCE AND OPER.~nON OF THE SYSTEM
AND FAC~i"TIE5

Section V -

Ordinance I

1. Calls for s?ecial tax for capital
financing and all costs connected
therewith.

2. Special tax to be a sales tax not to
exceed one-l:.ali percent

1. Calls for special tax for capital
financing and :maintenance and
oper"ation of the system and all
costs associated therewith.

2. SPE'CIAL TAX TO BE A SALES TAX
KOT TO EXCEED ONE HALF PER
CENT SHALL BE-IN EFFECT UNTIL
REPEALED. MAY NOT BE REPEALED
UNTIL ALL OUTSTANDING BONDS
ARE PAID. REVENUE TO BE USED
.FOR PAY-AS - YOU -GO OR BONDS
OR FOR MAINTENANCE AND
OPER.<\TIONS.

3. Tax may be used for capital facilities
or may be expended for maintenance
and operation of mass transit guideway
system.

4. Must have Ulajority of votes to take
effect.

Sections VI. viI &: VIII - Set forth the election date and specify ballot wording.
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THE T~CHNICALAS?£CTS

From a technical standpoint the S~.5et Coast Line cas been criticized by the
following organizations:

1. De Leuw, Cather and COITlpal::.-, Gruen Assoc£ates, !v!obiLity Systems, and
Stanford Research Institute as consultants to ~~e Rapid Transit District.

2. The City of Los Angeles by C:':y Planner Calvin Hamilton, City Engineer
Don Tillman and City Traffic :=:ngineer S. S. (Sam) Taylor.

3. The Chief Administrative O££ic3r and Road Conunissioner for the County of
Los Angeles .

.4. The Legislative Analyst for the State Legislat"v.re,· A. Alan Post.

5. !'\umerous individuals and organizations such as the Southern California
Transportation Action COmrT'.it:ee, the City of Burbank, the Coalition for
Instant Transit, the Transit Research Fou,iida'd.on of Los Angeles, the
Southern California Association of Governmects, the Automobile Club,
Libertarian Party and others.

It is \vorthwhileto poinb out that the consultants agree,' almost unanimously, on
several glaring deficiencies in the ?roposal.

L The lack of patronage estimates required to determine the revenue to be
expected or even the necessity for rail on the routes.

2. Underestimated capital cos ts 2.:l.d virtually no reliable operating cos t estiInates.

3. COITlplete lack of flexibility by stipulating "rail" transit and not allowing for
les s costly and more efficient trans portation :modes.

4. Segments on freeway right of v:ay (81 percent of the proposed system) do not
conveniently serve existing major centers of population and employment•

. 5. Freeway construction will slov: freeway speecs to 35 m.ph on up to 40 miles
of freeway at any given time.

6. No improvements are provide':: for in the exi5ti~g bus system during and after
construction of the rail syste~.

7. Air pollution will not be notice2.~ly reduced.

8. The one cent sales tax diHere:::!:ial may contribute to a tax induced sales
migration with respect to large cost items in 5~opping goods.

9. Energy savings will be minir--~a! or non-existent.

-4-



·, IN SIMPLE TERMS. THE VOTERS ARE BEING ASKED TO RAISE THE
SALES TAX TO SEVEN PERCENT. THE HIGHEST IN THE STATE--SECOND ONLY
TO NEW YORK NATIONALLY - - FOR AN UNDETERIv1INED PERIOD OF TL\fE, TO _.
CONSTRUCT AND OPERATE A RAIL TRA NSITSYSTEM OF C:\'DETERMINED COST.
TO BE USED BY AN UNDETERlvITNED NUMBER OF PEOPLE. CREATING A
MULTITUDE OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN DEVELOPMENT P.?OBLErvfS.

The Sunset Coast Line, in todayls dollars, is estimated at $5. 6 billion. But
the system, as propo sed, isn1t going to be built today. It will be built on a
pay-as -you-go or limited - bonding basis over an estimated 30-year construction
period. After the first 8 ye~1rS ~ a greater and. grea¢er portion of the tax revenues
will go toward. operating costs, thus reducing the funds available for construction.

The cumulative total raised by the tax over 30 years is $13. 8 billion.

Presumably, it will all be spent.

The real co st then is $13. 8 billion, not $5. 6 billion.

One caveat from the legislative analysfs office indicates that this unusually
high tax rate in Los Angeles County could preclude the legislature from raising sales
taxes to answer the pressing education questions raised in the Serrano vs. Priest
decision. The only other broad based tax available to the legislature would be the
income tax.

AN UNDETERMINED PERIOD OF TIME

The proposal calls for a 30-year construction period. Saie--presuming no
lawsuits are filed, construction delays are not encountered, t~ere are no strikes,
environmental impact reports are approved on time, and materials and supplies are
readily available.

But, not very likely. BART in San Fr ancisco opened its 'il-mile system ten
years after the voters approved it and 40 percent over budget. WMATA in Washington,
D. C. opened 4.2 miles of system three years behind schedule and $2 billion over
budget.

Similar delays have been experienced nationwide. To as sume Los Angeles
would be any different is foolhardy. The flexibility to use technologies other than
rail might alleviate some o.f these problems. But that flexibility is not included in
the plan.

A TRANSIT SYSTEM OF UNDETERMINED COST

If no delays are encountered, the financial supplement to the Sunset Coast
Line indicates that of the $13.2 billion raised, $1. 2 billion \ovill be used to
subsidize the system. The remainder will be available for construction. This
presumes that the first operating subsidy will not be required until 1997 when
187 miles of the system are in operation. Even then only a $12 million deficit is
projected.
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Toronto operates 26 miles of its system at a deficit of $37 million.

New York City operates 734 miles at a ~500 million deficit.

Chicago operates 246 miles of system. at a 5100 million deficit and San Francisco .
operates 71 miles of system a.t a $31 million deficit.

To assume only $12 million of deficit for 187 miles of system by 1997 is
unsubstantiated.

The result is: as the operating subsidy requirrments chew up the tax revenue,
the funds available for construction decrease and force the construction period
beyond the projected 30 years; perhaps beyond lifetiInes.

An analogy could be drawn between this proposal and the construction of our
highway system.

Although it is a little more equitably funded, wi,th auser tax rather than a
transaction taX, the rising costs of labor and maintenance have outdistanced the
funding estim.ates to construct and mainta:in the. system.

In short, there are no funds to complete the highway system and unles s the
gasoline tax is raised at least another two cents, maintenance funds will also
run out.

Extrapolating similar future funding requirements to the Sunset· Coast Line
is not unreasonable.

It happened at BART in 1969. The legislature had to grant a 1/2-cent sales
.ta..x increase to finance the completion of the system. Additionally, BART has
available its own property tax rate to finance its system.

Both of which would be unsatisfactory to taxpayers in Los Angeles County.

The best guess on the number of trips per day is 900, 000. This is the same
figure estimated by the consultants in 1974.

It was also. estilnated that more people would ride the bus system than would
ride the rail system (about one million per day).

By comparison, 500, 000 of the 3.4 million people in Chicago use the 246
mile system; 709, 000 of the 2.2 million peo?le in Toronto use their 26 mile system,
and 120, 000 of the 4 million residents of Philadelphia use their railroads.

It is unreal to assume that significant numbers of people will leave their cars
and ride rapid transit. This has certainly not been the case in San Francisco where
the BART transbay tube was constructed to alleviate congestion on the Bay Bridge.
The effect bas been to reduce traffic on the bridge only two percent.
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The Sunset Coast Line wO'.lld locate most stations on freeways. It would

also require passengers to drive their cars to the station. Since rail travel times
are not cOffi?etitive with the auto, no real incentives exist to utilize the system.

CREATI;'~GA MULTITUDE OF CO.M:1vfUNITY PR03LE~f5

Gre2.t care 'will have to be given to conununity goals when selecting station sites.

One ovel;'1ooked impact, one which is certainly" a horne rule issue, is the question
of zoning and the impact of the Suns.et Coast Line on land use planning.

1

Too little public thought has been given to population shifts that might occur
in areas just outside of Los Angeles County due to the one-<:ent tax differential
or the desire to seek a less urbanized area.

Congestion and parking problems are an element to be addressed as well "When
selecting station sites. The Sunset Coast Line calls forthe cities to provide the
park and ride lots necessary to support the systeo and preswnably the improvements
necessary to handle increased traffic and congestion.

Additionally, SCAG indicates that adopted local and regional growth policies
call for service to, and growth within, the identified urban centers. Since the
Sunset Co~st Line serves 50 few of these centers, growth is likely to be redirected
to the stations.

Also, the extended construction time frame may induce growth around the
-stations.

This could create problems of heavy pressure for re-zoning around local
stations which may be located in residential areas for the convenience of the
commuters.

This density is seen in skyline photographs along the Toronto subway where
concent:'ated growth and high rise can be pinpointed at each station location.

-7-



A CONTRACT WITH TH~ ?:':::OPLE

The Sunset Coast Line was designed with one i::te~t: :0 pro·;i.de enough routes
serving enough different cities and enough peo?le t::> ga~n. pas sage at the polls.
Unfortunately, all sound planning principles were i~::l.:>:'ed a::.d the entire' proposal
was colored by the author's desire for only one ki::.:= ci tec~ology -- steel wheel
on steel rail- -trains.

In order to market the proposal to the people, a cu:;:'i:ract w~~h the people was
devised. Certain guarantees were made to assure ~""'at the people would receive
exactly \vhat they voted for.

However, as the professional and political scr't:.ti::y ?e~an, concessions were :made
which eroded the guarantees in order to broaden. po:it::;al su?port.

The author's market plan calls for pay-as-you-go f:';"a::.cing. Yet, the ordinance
establishing the system permits limited tax bon.dbg.

The ordinance calls specifically for a "rall lf syste~ I: has no flexibility built
in should there be technological advances or less costly service methods disc·overed.

The sales pitch says cities will be permitted to select station sites themselves.
The ordinance says if the District disagrees, b:>th parties will have to go to binding
arbitration. Additionally, cities will be required to pay for parking, street and
traffic improvements and station embellishments.

And, there is a Ilboller plate" clause in the ordina::.ce which says if things don't
go the way the Board wants, they may proceed iri w1::..atever fashion they please.

The result has been a politically and technically U:lS olmd proposal:

--It will not eliminate congestion.

- -It calls for the most cos tly of all pos sible tra.::lsit m.o<ies.

--It necessitates a sales tax increase.

- -It has no flexibility and is being presented to the ?ublic as something
for everybod y. But rapid transit isn It f or e.er~Tone and should not be
promoted as such. In fact, serious questio::.: ~:l5t be raised about
the expenditure of such mas sive amounts of ::nblic fun.ds for a sys tern
offering so much to so few.



PROBLEMS INHERENT IN RAIL SYSTEMS

It is extremely difficult to make proper choices for major transportation
investments in the light of present economic uncertainties. There is a grave
risk in investing funds in a system that may not meet local transportation needs.

Future options will be foredos ed by a maj or cornznitrnent to rail transit.
In fact, there is no evidence that a rail system \vi11 meet our transportation needs.

The availability of funding and incremental dec1ision-makingwi th thorough
alternative analysis would provide the ideal atmosphere for transportation planning

. and implementation.

Unfortunately, Propositions Rand T provide only a blank check for a Ilrail"
system.

R ail is labor intensive and undesirable due to it's operating cost requirements.
"The original idea was that a work force of 1,200 would handle 200, 000 riders
daily. Today1s work force is 2, 000. The number of passengers is 125, 000. " (13 B-2) *

In addition to the very high operating costs incurred by fLxed rail systems.
the patronage counts and projections fall short of the level required, at any
fare, to pay for the system.

The Los Angeles County Road Department's analysis of the 1974 transit
proposal stated maximum peak hour patronage along the Wilshire Corridor was
project~d to be in the range of 16, 000 to 22, 000 persons per hour. These transit
volumes can be handled on all-bus transit systems. (5, 10) *

Cal Trans concurred that' the realistic estimates which were the lower
range figures (25, 000 passengers) per hour could be handled by a medium. capacity
system, not the heavy rail anticipated (1, IV - II). *

Finally, the one major factor, travel time, which would attract riders from
their cars into rapid transit was not competitive in the 1974 proposal.

Gruen Associates projected ... peak period travel tiInes from downtown
Los Angeles in 1990 to show that auto travel times were significantly better
than ra il trans it for most locations. This was so, even though the comparis on
was made assuming a low level of investment in future highways and a seven
corridor, 17S-mile rail transit network was opera:tional. (14, 26) *

Cal Trans concurred with Gruen in their analysis and indicated that only the
relatively small number of persons who live very close to a transit station and
work very close to a transit station would receive improved travel times.

Those persons using the present bus transit system in Los Angeles County
would receive only a slight improvement in travel time. (1, IV - 17)~·~

:;, See Bibliography



Unfortunately, this same problem wili serve to make the Sunset Coast Line
less attractive than auto travel. Tee result will be lower patronage and greater
subsidy requirements.

Personal security of people using rail transit is another factor to be considered.

Rail transit systems throughout the nation have had a considerable problem
in insuring personal security of passengers. SCAG reports, "Transit related
security and safety problems will continue to increase as transit development
and usage becomes a greater part of our life styleS!." (15, 4) *

They will als 0 add to operating costs and tend to reduce patronage. This is
readily apparent in New York where the transit systems security force is the fifth
largest police force in the country.

One argument often put forth in support of rapid trans it is the energy savings
to be realized.

This is an attractive approach until one looks at the Washington, D. C. rail
system.

The Federal Energy Administration repo;ts that it is one of the most expensive
methods for conserving fuel today: IIThis system costs the equi.valent of $2.47 per
barrel of oil saved. Developing solar energy will probably cost about $30 per
barrel of oil saved while improving the eOnergy efficiency of the automobile by
40 percent could cost as little as $2.50 per barrel of oil saved." (3, -) *

The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power reports that a new electric
power generation plant would be required to meet the increased deITlands brought
about by the Sunset Coast Line. (16, 6) *

The expe rience at BART has indicated that not only is energy not being saved
but an increase in energy may be experienced. "BART's iITlpact on the cOITlrnunity
in stimulating growth may very 'ovell add ITlore automobile trips than it replaces,
and it may very well lead to a net increase in energy use." (4, 39)*

Even Cal Trans' analysis of the 1974 RTD proposal revealed that if constructed,
the SCRTD "goal" of about 250 miles of rail transit could save about 8 trillion BTU
of energy per year in 1990. "This represents a reduction of about 1. 4 percent
in total transportation energy expended in Los Angeles County in the year 1990. "
(I, V -2) *

Additionally, the Federal Energy AdITlinistration concluded in its study of the
energy conservation of ITlass transit that, ''It is important. to ensure that
arguments for further maj or transit ex?enditure s be carefull y evaluated before
COITlITlitting the required public funds in the name of energy conservation, especially
when less costly measures to achieve the same results are available to national,
state, and local governments." (2. 5) ~<

>:< See Bibliography
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As mass transit should not be marketed on its energy saving potential nor
..should it be promoted for its potential improvement of air quality, Rand

Corporation was commissioned by SCAG to develop a transportation control
strategy for the Los Angeles Air Quality Control Region to satisfy EPA air
quality standards and to formulate an Energy Conservation Action Plan as
required by the U. S. Department of Trans portation.

This study showed that the most promising means of improving air quality is
through technological improvemen~s reducing pollutant emissions at the source.
R eduction in auto vehicle miles would have to be sJbstantial to effect significant
decreases in hydrocarbons, e. g., vehicle-mile reduction of 50 percent wculd
reduce hydrocarbons only 17 percent. (I, V -2)*

A "vehicle miles traveled" 'reduction of this magnitude has not been experienced in

any other major city in the County.

One very significant and positive argum rot in fei'vor of a long-time corninitxnent
to rapid transit has always been the jobs to be created and the ensuing benefits
to the local economy.

Unfortunately, employment opportunities for low income and transit dependent
pqmlations,...d.uring the construction phase of rail transit would be low.

It appears probable that if past patterns prevail, those individuals who most
need employment are the least likely to be employed in the construction phase.

Once the system is operational, employment opportunities are not expected
to be greatly improved. It is true that s orne employment opportunities will
become available to South Central res idents within the CBD (Central Busines s
District) as a result of MRT (mass rapid transit). But given that the majority of
these individuals currently work within South Central Los Angel es and their skill
levels do not match well with the skill needs of the CBD, positive employment
impacts for them are likely to be minimal. (10, 1 & 13) *

Peter Gordon, professor in the Business and Economics Department at the
University of California, adds that economic and cost consequences of investing
funds in rail transit should be thoroughly considered to insure the wisest .use of
scarce transportation funds. The regional economy will suffer to the extent
that congestion occurs if highway improvements are delayed resulting from
funds being diverted to rail transit purposes. An equivalent investment for
highways would result in creation of more jobs and greater stimulation to the
general economy. (8, -Yo: This is borne out by Baltimore's estimate that $1 million
wort h of rail construction will create 77 jobs whereas FHWA estimates $1 million

.worth of highway construction creates 126 jobs. If the des ire is to create jobs ~ then
the answer is highways and not transit.

* See Bibliography
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Frequent attempts are made to compare Los Angeles with cities throughout
the nation which now have rail transit. Such co~parisons should be made with
caltion since each city is unique. The higher density of land use and higher
concentration of employment in cities having ra~l transit is more conducive to
being served by rail transit than low density, spread-out Los Angeles.

With respect to the objective of shifting ~eo?le from. cars to mass transit,
a rail system offers no advantage over buses ween added to our currently
existing regional network. (ll, 3)*

Finally, if rapid transit systems could cent:"alize urban patterns, they
could only contribute pervers ely to the solution of traffic conges tion. No solution
to the problem can be effective as long as a disproportionate amount of economic
activity is located in a small area.

From the point of view of public policy, goverrunental units should devote
themselves to endeavoring to secure dispersal of economic activity so widely
about the metropolitan area that the pendulum movements of per$ons into a cen tral
business district in the morning and out at night, which freeways serve imperfectly,
is replaced by a pattern in which traffic goes off in all directions about the freeway
system. (9, 392)::'

In conclusion, one moral of all this is that California communities, which
grew up in an automobile age, apparently cannot easily be served by a rapid
transit system modeled after those of eastern co:nmunities that developed in a
horse·-and-buggy age of high population density. Another moral is that trying to
do an impossible job tends to be impossibly expe::lsive. (l3, B-2) *

Rapid transit would be one of the most misgcided public investments the
. citizens of Los Angeles County could undertake. Los Angeles is a decentralized
area to the extreme and has, therefore, none of the conditions essential for a
successful rapid transit system. (12, D-I) *

It is clear that rail transit offers Los Angeles very little over more
mundane systems such as an all-bus mass transit system. in people-moving ability,
attractiveness to riders, smog-reduction, service to the carless, or any other
absolute criterion of performance.

In considering whether we can really invest billions in rail transit for the
sake of creating a new image, we must recognize that financial and fiscal
responsibility can be an important part of an image too, and that the Big Apple
is now mentioned much less frequently than the Big M-AC (:McDonald's Hamburger).

We cannot afford the luxury of a rail transitsyste:rn. in Los Angeles primarily
because it offers no transportation service advar:.t2.ges over the much less costly
options provided by an all-bus transit system (11, 2) *

::' See Bibliography



This is not to say that short segInents of n::.ass tran.sit Ir-=-Y not be desirable
in the future. Even Federal transportation Sec:ce:ary B::-ene~~r said in June of
1974 that Los Angeles should consider only abO'lt 5') ,;]es of ::-ail and Inake better
use of its extensive freeway and street systeIns.

UltiInately, however, the blinding glint of .slee~ rap:":: tr=..:lsit cars will
tarnish to the point that leaders and planners alike"?'ill be ab:~e to see that rail
transit is a thing of the past and should be relegate1 to p:'ywc.Jd boards in dens
and garages.
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SUMMARY OF RTD CCXSULTA);"TS

CRITICAL ANALYSIS' OF THE SCXSE7 COAST LINE

From the Consultants

Technically DeLeuw, Cather & Company

1. The service characteristics of the proposec interurban trains cannot be
realized on the system as described. Parallel trackage or offline stations
are required to permit the interurban trains to bypass local trains and
thereby gain the desired enhancement in tra'Jel tim.e.

2. The location of stations on lines constructed ';I.-ithin freeway right-of-way
creates special passenger, automobile an.d :,us ac.cess problems.

3. Guideway interchanges required to provide access from. one line to another
are complex multi-tiered structures. Colocation of guideway interchanges
with freeway interchanges will result in structures of great complexity,
large costs and considerable environmental and cOIn1nunity impact.

4. During the construction period the existing freeway lanes would be relocated
and narrowed thereby reducing automobile ",peeds to the 30 mph range. This
is likely to be one of the large impacts 0:: tce proposed construction program..

5. A project timetable of sixteen years is more realistic than the proposal's
twelve years. This timetable assumes no financing limitations, full
availability of all required resources and no undue litigation or jurisdictional
delays.

6. The us.e of hybrid gas turbine/electric vehicles will entail unwarranted
additional costs in technological complexity.

7. The specification of fifteen different, uncor:nected feeder systems would lead
to unnecessary replication of service facilities, operating and maintenance
staffs with different skills and limitations of service reliability.

Capital Costs DeLeuw, Cather & Company

lao The capital costs have been underestimated by some 40 percent. The under
estimate is due to the assumed lower co sts for guidewa y construction in
freeway, to the. assumed lower costs of t~e construction of the interchanges
and to the assumed low contingency factor.



Operations De Le'..IW, Cather &: Co~pany

2.

lb. The operating costs stated in the proposal appear to be underestimated by
30-40 percent.

Socia-Economic, Environmental and Planning Analysis

Service Coverage

Gruen

..

Ie.. Certain lines will probably carry a high level of patronage, while others may
capture only a very low level of patronage.

2c. Without having line-by-line patronage es~irnates, it is still possible to
suggest an alternative which could perhaps help overcome this dilemma.
Such an alternative might be to keep the same geographic coverage but vary
the mode and the level of service. The same lines designated in the plan
would be followed; but, rather than having all rail transit, bus transit could
be utilized on an interim basis until such time as patronage levels justified
the more costly investment. Initial costs are reduced, transit service is
provided, and the option for upgrading to rail transit service is left open.

Existing Right-of-Way

3c. Those segments of the main lines utilizing existing freeway rights-of-way
(81 percent) do not, in general, directly or conveniently serve existing
major centers of population and employment.

4c. Careful consideration should be given to those aerial guideways utilizing
existing arterials, since impacts could vary significantly, depending on
guideway and station locations and design. It can be anticipated that m.ajor
community opposition, jurisdictional disagreement and enviromnental contro
versy would be developed if past experience in other parts of the country is
any indication of things to corne.

5c. There is a great need to provide all stations with attendants for safety and
security of passengers, as well as a security force to constantly patrol the
entire SCL system.

6c. Slowdown of traffic will occur,· and traffic congestion will develop on the free
ways during construction. The construction phasing should be care:=ully worked
out to minimize construction-related traffic disruptions. Up to 40 miles of
existing freeways may be involved in construction at a given time .
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7c. For Los Angeles' County it is estimated that daily m.ohile source emis sions
. would be redu(:ed by about five percent. T~e solution of our regional air

quality problem can best be achieved by co~';rol at the emission source
(e. g., automobiles, power plants, and othe!:' stationa:::-y sources).

Jobs

8c. The flow of money equivalent to that generated by a o:te-cent sales tax
would normally have created jobs in other sectors of the economy in Los
Angeles County, not related t·o the construction and transit-vehicle manu
facturing industries, such as in consume r goods, housing, etc. In addition,
certain new jobs to be created by the SCL construction may go outside
Los Angeles County, specifically, those jobs related to manufacturing transit
vehicles.

Sales Tax Differential

9c. The one cent sales tax rate differential may affect the purchasing pattern of
consumers in border cOTIUTIunities inside and outside of the Los Angeles
County boundary. This would probably not a£:ect the sales of convenience
goods. However, it may contribute to a tax-i:lduced sales migration with
respect to large cost items in shopping goods (such as automobiles, heavy
appliances, etc.).

Flexibility

r-

lOco The period of 15 years does not leave time for contingencies such as environ-
mental impact report clearance, workable construction phasing, litigations,
and strikes.

Feasibility_ Mobility Systems and Eauipment Company

Gridwa y Construction

1d. Interline rail junctions appear to be difficul: and costly. The use of rail
junctions should be weighed against the possibility of straight through lines
with a dual level station for transfe r.

Vehicle Costs

2d. Rough estimates of cost indicate that this is higher than the cost stated in the
S. C. 1. propo sal.
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4.

Shops and Yards.

3d. Based on the data in the S. C. 1. proposal. it appears that at least sixteen
miles of track are required just for storage of the vehicles. Even with
high utilization facto rs, this would require about forty acres just for
storage.

Financial Analysis Stanford Research Institute

Ie. a. The system as proposed could not be financed in a 15-year period.
b. Financial constraints would require a period of up to 35 years to

complete the system, under the 1% sales tax and assumptions used in
our analysis. It would involve a construction cost of$6. 7 billion,
expressed in 1976 dollars, and require an outstanding debt of $16 billion
by the end of construction in the year 2011.

SUMMARY OF F INANC!ALLY FEAS IBU: ALTER.'iATIYES

Full System Modified System

Sales Tax Rate 1'70 1 liZ'!, 1% 1 1/4%

Miles 281 281 244 244

Years 35 19 24 18

Construction Cost
in 1976. Dollars $6.7 bn. $6.7 br:. $5.7 bn. $5.7 bn.

Debt at end of
Construction $16 bo. $4.2 bn. $6.7 bn. $4.2 bo.

In an effort to alleviate many of the problems encountered in this proposal, the
consultants have recommended numerous construction,. design, service and financing
alternatives. Unfortunately, the questions that were not addressed by the consultants
are probably the most important. For example, is such an extensive system necessary?
Is it practical and are we being realistic in even suggesting it?

In the following section are conclusions taken from numerous transportation studies.
This effort is intended to address the "perceived" ne~d for rail transit in Los Angeles .
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